In this paper we present a novel technique for wavelet-based corner detection using singular value decomposition (SVD). Here SVD facilitates the selection of global natural scale in discrete wavelet transform. We define natural scale as the level associated with most prominent (dominant) eigenvalue. Eigenvector corresponding to dominant eigenvalue is considered as the natural scale. The corners are detected at the locations corresponding to modulus maxima. Results show the suitability of the approach. Comparison with a recently proposed technique is also provided.
INTRODUCTION
Corners in digital images give important clues for shape representation and analysis.
[l]. Wavelet analysis finds many diverse applications including communications, computer graphics, computer vision, image processing and geophysics. It is already established that the wavelct orthonormal bases provide a useful multiresolutional signal representation and a tool for signal analysis [2] .
Research has been reported on corner detection using wavelets [3, 4] . Existing approaches do not analyze wavelet decomposition at the natural scale. It is well known that at lower level of the decomposition, more details are available at the expense of higher noise. On the other hand, at higher scales, more details are missed while noise is reduced considerably. However, there is research reported on selection of natural scale for different problems [5-111. The approaches discussed in [5-101 are suitable for scale-space filtering. These techniques require complete decomposition before the natural scales could be detected. Hence, they do not provide any information as to where the decomposition should be stopped. The approach discussed in [I I ] is based on 2D Gabor filtering.
Authors have recently proposed a novel technique for the selection of natural scales in discrete wavelet domain [ 121. Here we extend this approach to extract wavelet decomposition at natural scale and facilitate detection of corners in the image. This technique adaptively detects natural scale while decomposition is being carried out. The technique is based on .Tingular vtiluc decomposition (SVD).
EXTRACTION OF WAVELET AT NATURAL SCALE
The preprocessing steps are the same as those in [3] This preprocessing gives the orientation profile (orientation of the tangent along the boundary contour) from the input image.
Let the orientation profile is rewritten as .
It has been shown that the quadratic wavelets (proposed by Mallat and Zhong [13] ) performs very well for corner detection application[ 141.
Let wavelet details (W; f ) , < j s J be represented in matrix P with each row represents details at levels 2' starting from level
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The matrix P i s not square hence, its eigenvalues can be computed using Singular Value Decomposition (SVD). Where,
SVD{P}= T.S.E ( 5 )
Such that,
In equations ( 5 ) and (6) . . S : } be the eigenvalues of XZ1 . We define a quantity dominant mode difSerence, D x P as,
Now finding natural scale converges to find k such that D x k is maximum. Now we provide the algorithm to detect natural scale.
Algorithm (9)
E contains eigen
( 1 1)
In other words, S,
Compute two lcvel wavelet details (i.e. X z 2 ) and set j = 2 .
2. compute D" Figure 1 . shows the input test image. Orientation profile and its wavelet decomposition is shown in figure 2 . For the sake of illustration decomposition is shown more levels than the required. The dominant mode difference is shown in tigure 3.
while ( D X ( I + I ) -D * ) Z O

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Here we observe that natural scale is 2 4 . Figure 4 shows the estimated wavelet decomposition at natural scale. Figure 5 shows the detected corners marked with '*'. Here we used 
CONCLUSIONS
We have presented a novel approach for corner detection where selection of wavelet at natural scale is done using singular value decomposition. This technique has the advantage of analyzing the wavelet decomposition at natural scale. Algorithm is given for the selection of natural wavelet scale under discrete wavelet domain. Corner are extracted at modulus maxima and results have been provided. We have also shown the cornparision of this approach with a recently proposed technique.
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